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Certain versions of Grand Theft Auto V from Rockstargames contain
the following vulnerability:

Grand Theft Auto V for PC allows attackers to achieve partial remote
code execution or modify files on a PC, as exploited in the wild in
January 2023.

CVSS3 Score: 7.3 - HIGH

Attack
Vector 

Attack
Complexity

Privileges
Required

User
Interaction

NETWORK LOW NONE NONE

Scope Confidentiality
Impact

Integrity
Impact

Availability
Impact

UNCHANGED LOW LOW LOW

CVE References

Description Tags Link

Rockstar Games
Customer
Support

support.rockstargames.com

text/html

 MISC support.rockstargames.com/community/200063373/13249062368147

Reddit - Dive
into anything

www.reddit.com

text/html

 MISC
www.reddit.com/r/gtaonline/comments/10hsosu/mass_reporting_the_dangerous_pc_exploit/

Rockstar Games
Customer
Support

support.rockstargames.com

text/html

 MISC support.rockstargames.com/community/200063373/13252523900819

Tez2 on Twitter:
"#GTAOnline
Warning Update:
The exploit is
partial remote
code execution.

nitter.domain.glass

text/html

 MISC twitter.com/TezFunz2/status/1616575783215964166

CVE-2023-24059 has been assigned by  cve@mitre.org to track the vulnerability - currently rated as HIGH  severity.
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code execution.
Paid mod menus
are racing as
speak to abuse
this to the further
extent. This
could transform
into something
much worse to
extend beyond a
game and affect
your PC." /
Twitter

By selecting these links, you may be leaving CVEreport webspace. We have provided these links to other websites because they may have information that
would be of interest to you. No inferences should be drawn on account of other sites being referenced, or not, from this page. There may be other websites that
are more appropriate for your purpose. CVEreport does not necessarily endorse the views expressed, or concur with the facts presented on these sites. Further,
CVEreport does not endorse any commercial products that may be mentioned on these sites. Please address comments about any linked pages to
comment@cve.report.

There are currently no QIDs associated with this CVE

Known Affected Configurations (CPE V2.3)

Type Vendor Product Version Update Edition Language

Application Rockstargames Grand Theft Auto V - All All All

No vendor comments have been submitted for this CVE

Social Mentions

Source Title Posted (UTC)

 @CVEreport CVE-2023-24059 : Grand Theft Auto V for PC allows attackers to achieve partial remote code
execution or modify file… twitter.com/i/web/status/1…

2023-01-22
07:03:32

@Robo_Alerts
Potentially Critical CVE Detected! CVE-2023-24059 Grand Theft Auto V for PC allows attackers to
achieve partial rem… twitter.com/i/web/status/1…

2023-01-22
07:55:55

 @0reoSec @CVEnew: CVE-2023-24059 Grand Theft Auto V for PC allows attackers to achieve partial remote
code execution or modi… twitter.com/i/web/status/1…

2023-01-22
08:32:50

@ipssignatures
The vuln CVE-2023-24059 has a tweet created 0 days ago and retweeted 15 times.
twitter.com/CVEnew/status/… #pow1rtrtwwcve

2023-01-22
10:06:00

 @jmariondev I'm very interested in seeing how CVE-2023-24059 (GTAV Online RCE) works. I've always been
sketched with GTA Onlin… twitter.com/i/web/status/1…

2023-01-22
11:28:58

 @inthewildio CVE-2023-24059 is getting exploited #inthewild. Find out more at inthewild.io/vuln/CVE-2023-… 2023-01-22
12:40:04

 @Har_sia CVE-2023-24059 har-sia.info/CVE-2023-24059… #HarsiaInfo 2023-01-22
15:02:28

@threatmeter
CVE-2023-24059 | Rockstar Games Grand Theft Auto V on Windows random values A vulnerability
classified as problemat… twitter.com/i/web/status/1…

2023-01-22
17:50:29

/r/pcmasterrace
PSA: Windows 7 is not safe. You're not "cool" for using an unsafe operating system. 2023-05-10

20:14:49

cpe:2.3:a:rockstargames:grand_theft_auto_v:-:*:*:*:*:windows:*:*:
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https://twitter.com/i/web/status/1617068526870708224
https://twitter.com/i/web/status/1617077818655150082
https://twitter.com/CVEnew/status/1617065846743990272
https://twitter.com/i/web/status/1617122145959841792
https://inthewild.io/vuln/CVE-2023-24059
https://har-sia.info/CVE-2023-24059.html
https://twitter.com/i/web/status/1617218157462028295
https://www.reddit.com/r/pcmasterrace/comments/13e1vft/psa_windows_7_is_not_safe_youre_not_cool_for/
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